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Eleutheria in Greek Literature of the 5th Century BC

The beginning of the 5th century, which brought two Persian invasions, should be regarded 
as a crucial period in the development of Greek cultural self-identity and mentality. It was 
the time when Greeks became deeply aware of their unique status as compared to other 
cultures. 1 They set about defining various notions by analysing the differences between 
themselves and others. The borderlines went not between civilization and the uncivilized 
world, as it used to be in the epics of Homer, but between Hellenic culture and the East. This 
may be regarded as a new approach. In this context, the notion of eleutheria was mentioned 
more than once. 

1 On the other hand, Greek idea of unity was never based on nationalism. Greeks always realised that 
they are Hellens, but it would be an exaggeration to speak about a nation. Ehrenberg underlines that even 
during the war there was no nationalism in opposition to Persia, Ehrenberg 1986: 181 ff. 

2 There is a difference between the term eleutheria and the notion of autonomia. The latter seems to be
more technical and practical term referring to the independence of a city-state, whereas the first one 
comprises more abstract senses and can be applied to politics and philosophy. The matter whether 
autonomia is essential for a city to be called polis is still under discussion. See: Hansen 1992: 18 sq.
According to Hansen the traditional view that polis is by definition autonomous could be challenged. The 
term eleutheria could be understood in much broader sense, which points at the characteristic of Hellenic 
culture. For further references see Hansen 1998: see also Gewantka: 1985.

5 Hansen 1999: 87 focuses his attention on the differences between present sense of the term “freedom” 
and Greek eleutheria. Contemporary notion does not evoke opposition: freedom-slavery, which was deeply 
rooted in ancient tradition.

The next stage in the evolution of Greek mentality was undoubtedly the Attic 
Enlightenment, the intellectual ferment brought about by the Sophists. There was hardly 
a discipline which remained uninfluenced by the new ideas. Some notions were modified, 
others consolidated in their traditional senses. The notion of eleutheria may seem quite clear 
and uncomplicated; nevertheless, the term could be interpreted in a number of ways. 2 * * 5 In 
order to systematise its meanings, I would like to mention the most obvious ones. 

Personal freedom, as opposed to the condition of slavery, should be regarded as the 
oldest and basic sense of the term? Thus, a free man was someone born free or given 
freedom; someone who was not someone else’s property in the legal sense. Accordingly, he
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or she was able to move and act freely within the accepted social and political rules. This 
meaning of the word tended to be connected with the right to hold property. In the earliest 
epic poetry, which to some extent depicts society as it was in the 9th-7th centuries BC, 
a free man has certain rights and duties, and considers himself a member of the society. 
There is no clear-cut difference between personal and political senses of eleutheria: the two 
aspects are interconnected. It is worth stressing that royal authority, as described in the 
epics, has its limits: personal freedom implies some degree of political liberty.4 The idea of 
freedom as a quality naturally belonging to a human being seems to be absent in Greek 
thinking till the sophist Antiphon,5 who claimed all people, Greek and barbarians, are born 
equal. Antiphon’s opinion referring to freedom should be connected with his views on law: 
taking part in the argument about nature of law he sustained the opinion that the laws passed 
by men not necessarily follow the laws of nature.

4 For the analysis of royal power in the Homeric epics see for instance: Calhoun 1963; Deneen 1997; 
Ehrenberg 1921; Rosen 1981; Finley 1956; Gagarin 1986; Glotz 1988; Hirzel 1966; Jaeger 1968, Raaflaub 
1997.

3 Identified with the Antiphon of Ramnus 480-411 B.C.; The supporter of oligarchy and admirer of 
ancient times, the author of the treatises: Peri aletheias, Peri homonoias and Politicos. The humanist and 
moral aspect of his ideas seemed to surprise the scholars. It should be explained that the critical approach to 
the contemporary political and social practise could be the result of pure intellectual argument and does not 
imply any proposal of change. See: Romilly 1992: 115.

6 The terms used in this paper in general correspond to the ideas of Kagan 1965: 65 ff. and Hansen 
1991:87 ff.

7 For the analysis of political involvement see e.g. Kirkwood 1974: 53-99.
8 Alcaeus, fr. 129 (Voigt). Almost the same opposition of eleutheria and tyranny can be found in the 

elegies of Solon: fr. 11,9 (West). It should be stressed however, that for the Athenian poet the greatest 
danger to the city resulting in the loss of freedom and inducing tyranny is moral deterioration of the citizens.

The second basic meaning of eleutheria may be generally defined as freedom from 
external domination. This particular sense can be ascribed to a person, city or citizen. The 
citizen and the city can both be free from external power, that is, from the authority of 
another state. For the purpose of this analysis, I will refer to this meaning of freedom as the 
“external” one.

Another aspect of eleutheria is related to freedom of a human being within the city- 
state; this meaning of the term, comprising political and private liberty, will be referred to as 
“internal”.4 * 6

At first, internal freedom was associated with freedom from tyranny. The theme is 
present in the lyric poetry of Alcaeus, who opposed the authority of Myrsilus and then 
Peisistratus, two tyrants ruling Mytilene in the 7th century BC. As an active member of 
aristocratic conspiracy, Alcaeus considered tyranny and diminishing privileges as the 
beginning of political decline.7 However, freedom from tyranny does not seem to have 
implied democracy or democratic equality. Alcaeus, the first author who introduced the term 
eleutheria in its political meaning,8 wrote about freedom of the citizen and of the city. This 
political liberty could be threatened by the power of one man, by internal oppression or 
limited civic rights. It is worth pointing out that political freedom in the polis is here 
associated for the first time with respecting civic rights by those in power.

Greek tragedy did not disregard this sense of eleutheria, though at first it tended to 
emphasize slightly different aspects of freedom, which was quite understandable after the 
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Persian wars. Aeschylus in his Persae expounded Athenian views on the way the Greeks 
were perceived by the Persians.9 The behaviour of the Persian queen as well as her dialogue 
with Chorus are very Greek:10 11 the dreams, oracles, metaphors, equal attitude towards Greece 
and Persia prove that Aeschylus designed his Persian characters to be as Hellenic as 
possible. On the other hand, he successfully pointed at the most vital differences. Two 
passages immediately draw our attention here. The first one comes from the dialogue 
between Queen-mother Atossa and the Persian elders, who, interrogated by her, try to 
describe her son’s enemies; when asked who rules the Athenians, they answer “they are not 
slaves, not subjects to a master” (Pers. 241-242). This line may suggest that for Aeschylus 
and for Athenians in general, those subjected to the power of a king were not much better 
than slaves (douloi). Eleutheria is mentioned here as the most important feature of 
Athenian people, for same scholars the intention of the author was to refer it to all the 
Greeks.12

9 In the Aeschylus’ dramas the politics is constantly present subject, his political opinions seem to 
develop into clearly democratic views. For references see e.g. Thomson 1956, Davison 1966, Chodkowski 
1994. The expression of Greek political ideas in Aeschylus’ plays had been long discussed matter, e.g. 
Ehrenberg 1986: 184 ff„ Kagan 1965: 50-72, Rosen: 1981.

10 Ehrenberg 1986: 182.
11 The victory over Persia became the greatest achievement of the polis, the community of free citizens 

ready to defend their way of life. The contrast between freedom and slavery had been identified with the 
contrast between Greeks and barbarians, Ehrenberg 1986: 182.

12 Kagan 1965: 55 has no doubts in ascribing this to the Hellenic culture, whereas Forsdyke: 2001 
argues that the passage as well as the whole play focused on Athenian state and its virtues.

13 In order to explain that her son would not pay for his mistakes Atossa uses the term ouk hupeuthunos, 
“not accountable”, the expression taken straight forward from Athenian political practice (Pers. 211—213); 
see also Kagan 1965: 60.

14 Kagan 1965: 56.
” Kagan 1965: 62.

There can be no doubt that the Hellenes fight for their freedom: in another passage in 
Persae, Xerxes’ messenger arrives with news of the battle at Salamis, quoting Greek battle 
cries (Pers. 414-415). The chorus describes consequences of the defeat, enumerating the 
cities which now would reject the Persian authority and learn how to be free; they would 
cease paying taxes and fees to the Persians. On the other hand, king Xerxes is accountable to 
nobody; he would not be requested to give explanation for the defeat. The context and 
vocabulary suggests that for the Greeks, political liberty should be connected with 
accountability of the government.13 The way Aeschylus describes Athenian fight against 
Persian army suggests that for the Athenians the defeat would be comparable with tyranny.14 
The opposition between freedom and tyranny becomes more distinct in later plays.

In Suppliant Women, Pelasgus, king of Argos, is shown as a perfect ruler, aware of his 
responsibility and accountability towards the people. He refuses to make vital decisions 
without consulting the citizens of Argos. He is also a very religious man, ready to risk much 
so as not to break the law of hospitality. The play shows the favourite contrast between 
a noble Greek ruler and eastern despotism. The barbarian world is represented by the 
Egyptian messenger and Aegiptiades themselves.15 They cannot understand Pelasgus’ 
doubts: in their country, the king, independent in his authority, makes decisions without 
troubling himself to obtain his subjects’ consent. This principle constitutes a fundamental 
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difference between the Eastern and the Greek views on political power. In the commonly 
held opinion, Pelasgus’ behaviour is to be related to the principles of Athenian democracy.16 
However, this interpretation may seem too restricted. The king’s actions evoke the epic 
image of a perfect ruler. On closer examination, the Homeric poems validate the opinion 
that Pelasgos fits into the heroic frame known from the Odyssey,17 though Aeschylus 
obviously contributed to the well-known picture. The crucial message appears here to be 
that freedom of a ruler may harmonise with freedom of his subjects.18

16E.G. Rosen 1981; Kagan 1965.
17 See reference 3.
18 On freedom as the essential feature of democracy see Hansen 1999: 87 ff.
19 Kagan 1965: 65, Glover: 1924: 190 called Herodotus “Enthusiast for freedom”; nevertheless, 

Forsdyke claims that Harodotus has long been underestimated as the source for Athenian democratic 
ideology; Forsdyke: 2001: 329.

20 E.g. Kagan 1965; Forsdyke 2001.
21 This particular passage has already been discussed in such context, e.g. Glover 1924: 190.
22 Forsdyke 2001: 341 ff: both scenes begin with the catalogue of armies, in both cases Greeks are 

outnumbered by Persians, Demaratus makes sure that he is able to speak freely and answers king’s questions 
referring to his Greek enemies.

This idea is more openly expressed by Euripides, the youngest and the most modern of 
great poets of the 5th century BC.

The term eleutheria is used in Greek historiography in the most complex and interesting 
way, especially by Herodotus and Thucydides. In Herodotus’ History it occurs less 
frequently than in Thucydides’ Peloponnesian War, but the older historian makes use of 
more meanings of the term. Some of them agree with Aeschylus’ understanding of the 
notion. For Kagan, Herodotus’ admiration for freedom goes even further.19 If what we find 
in Aeschylus’ plays may resemble views of Herodotus,20 Euripides’ tragedies tend to be 
close to the opinions of Thucydides.

Undoubtedly, in Herodotus’ work the sharpest contrast may be observed between 
freedom typical of the Greeks (not only Athenians) and of the Persian royal tradition. In this 
context, it is worth considering a passage in Book 7, 104.21 Before the battle at 
Thermopylae, the former Spartan king Demaratos (presently on exile at the Persian court) 
tries to explain to Xerxes why Spartans would not surrender to the much more powerful 
enemy: they are free, but not entirely; they are subjected to laws of their country which 
forbid them to surrender, and Spartans fear and respect the laws more than the Persian 
people fears the king. That is why they will not hesitate to risk their lives in order to protect 
their freedom and their country. The conclusion is obvious: the rule of law, chosen instead 
of the rule of a human master, gives citizens freedom, that is, a crucial characteristics of 
Greek political practice. Freedom means acceptance of the rule of law. Sara Forsdyke in her 
extremely interesting article on democratic ideology in Herodotus appears to be very 
convincing when she exposes the influence of Athenian ideology on non-Athenian 
narratives and compares the scene from Book 7 with the discourse between Atossa and the 
Persians from the play of Aeschylus.22 The scholar proves that the discussion between 
Xerxes and Demaratus bears striking resemblance to the drama. The fact, that it is former 
Spartan king who represents democratic values should not be overrated. The freedom of 
speech mentioned by Demaratus as well as stress put on the opposition between despotism 
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and freedom indicate democratic ideology. Once again slavery becomes equivalent of 
subordination to despotism.23

23 The expression used by Polenz 1937: 120 ff. Bring further associations with the tragic kosmos of 
Aeschylus: the scholar refers to the war against Persian invasion as the “der Hellenische Freifeitskampf 
gegen barbarische Hybris”.

24 Aristoteles, Politico 1252b; 1255a; 1285a.
25 See Sölincourt 1962: 126 ff.

Another very interesting example may be found in the next chapters of Book 7 (135): 
citizens of Sparta voluntarily offer their lives and consent to be executed in the Persian 
capital. They do this to pay for the death of Persian messengers killed in Sparta. They are 
given welcome and sent to the court of Hydarnes. Their host cannot understand why 
Spartans refuse to accept the authority of the Persian king; Xerxes would treat them well, 
since he values good warriors. The Spartans give a striking answer: Hydames knows how to 
be a slave, but he does not know the taste of freedom; otherwise, he would have fought for it 
with all his might. Freedom does not mean good relationships with a king. It means not 
being ruled by a human master.

Before Aristotle defined this difference between the Greek and the Persian 
standpoints,24 a similar opinion had been expressed by Jason in Euripides’ Medea (536- 
540). While arguing that their marriage has been more beneficial to Medea than to himself, 
Jason emphasizes the fact that Medea now lives in a non-barbaric country, being familiar 
with the rule of law (instead of the rule of force). Jason’s speech, although characterised by 
dubious argumentation and sophistic inventions, corresponds to the popular view on the 
superiority of Greek civilization.

Interestingly, Herodotus puts less stress on this particular aspect. He frequently 
mentions the rejection of subordination by subjected cities, yet he does not refer exclusively 
to Greek poleis. In his opinion, liberation from external power usually results in restoring 
the previous form of government. For example (Book 2, 147), Egyptians, having got rid of 
the Persian authorities, elect a new king from among themselves. Liberation of Persians 
from the Median domination also brings about a change of the ruler: a Persian replaces 
a Median.

Greeks, however, sometimes associated external freedom with some sort of inner 
government. During the war against the Persian king. Scythes tried to persuade Iones (that 
is, Greeks) in Asia Minor to join the struggle for freedom. This appeal did not always incite 
enthusiasm. For Histiaeus, tyrant of Miletus, independence from the Persian authority could 
cause unwelcome changes in the polis, such as abolishment of the tyranny. Histiaeus argues 
(Book 4, 137) that the citizens, having tasted liberty outside the city, could easily be tempted 
to introduce it inside.

Tyranny is undoubtedly the greatest evil that can happen to a state. Throughout his 
work, Herodotus expresses admiration for the states which got rid of their tyrants.25 “Good” 
tyrants do not change the general picture. The most telling proof of disastrous consequences 
of tyranny is the change which occurs almost immediately after the old system was 
abolished. In the historian’s view, the period of true greatness of Athens began with the 
expulsion of its tyrants (5, 66).

In Book 3 142, Herodotus describes a very peculiar case of the corrupting influence of 
tyranny. After the death of Policrates, tyrant of Samos, his successor Maeandrius intends to 
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do what he considers as right and just: to give up his power. He wants the citizens to be 
equal before law. His decision does not bring positive results. The transition from tyranny to 
democracy turns out to be impossible: Maeandrius’ noble plans are rejected by his milieu. 
The story leaves no doubt as to the opinion of the historian: tyranny is against justice. 
Additionally, the case of Maeandrius suggests that freedom and equality are related. 
Isonomie offered by Maeandrius is not necessarily identical with democracy, although it 
must be very close to it. Herodotus expresses the intentions of the noble tyrant with the very 
same terms used in previous chapters during the famous political debate (3, 80-82). 
Herodotus does not apply eleutheria exclusively to democratic states.26

26 For further analysis see Ostwald 1969: 107-108.
27 It has been proved that Cambyses shares the worst features with some Greek tyrants; see Pearson 

1962: 143 ff. The image of mad king is opposed to respectful person of Daraeus.
28 Pearson 1962: 141-142.
29 See e.g. Ostwald 1962: 107 ff.; Vlastos 1993: 89 ff.; 1964: 9 ff.
30 Pearson 1962: 144.

We encounter another problem here: the consequences of the abolishing of tyranny. 
Alcaeus and his fellow aristocrats would hardly expect them to be a system based on equal 
rights for all citizens. On the other hand, Herodotus links liberty and political freedom with 
equality. His antipathy toward tyranny comes from deep respect for righteousness and 
justice as well as his belief that these values cannot be preserved in the corruption-prone 
system.27 Introduction of tyranny is for him the most unjust act. In Book 5, 92 
Lacedaemonian plans concerning support for Hippias, a former Athenian tyrant, are 
described with disapproval.28 Spartans seriously consider helping Hippias regain his 
position. Sosicles of Korinthos, present at the debate, violently expresses his indignation at 
this purely political manoeuvre. He exposes hypocrisy of such an approach: Spartans 
themselves hate tyranny, yet they are willing to introduce the system in other states.

Some scholars believe Herodotus uses the words isonomia and demokratia 
interchangeably. This problem however appears to be more complex.29 The most famous 
passage concerning political theory comes from Book 3, 80-82. In the well-known and 
mostly unrealistic scene, three Persian nobles discuss advantages and disadvantages of three 
main political systems. The discussion itself and the arguments resemble Greek practice in 
debating.30 Otanes expresses his condemnation of absolute monarchy. In his opinion, an 
absolute ruler is usually characterised by hybris (pride) and phthonos (envy). The two 
emotions, when combined, bring devastating results both for the ruler and his subjects: the 
monarch, being prone to mistrust, readily believes all sorts of accusations, and his abusing 
of power is only a matter of time. For this reason, any unlimited authority eventually leads 
to violation of laws and customs, death of innocent people, and destruction of the political 
order. There cannot be justice in the state, if the ruler has unlimited means at his disposal 
and he is accountable to nobody. Otanes claims that the best system is the rule of the 
multitude, which has been given the beautiful name of equality. The most valuable remark 
on tyranny seems to be that referring to its disastrous effects on human beings. Boundless 
power corrupts human nature. There are not many who have the strength to resist the 
temptation.

Another extremely important aspect is accountability of the government. If the state is 
to be just and its citizens free, the government must be under some kind of control. The 
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mutual relation of the notions demokratia and isonomia still remains under discussion. The 
need to combine them seems to be a principle to be followed in politics rather than 
a political system.31 Clearly, freedom, closely linked to equality, does not belong 
exclusively to a democratic state. It characterises Sparta no less than Athens.

31 See Vlastos 1993: 96 ff.: the term isonomia was used by Herodotus on purpose. The term democratia 
expresses the well known and widely understood fact. Nevertheless, there is probability that this notion was 
not that popular as it becomes later on.

32 Vlastos 1964: 13 ff.
33 Turasiewicz 1995: 34.
34 Abbot 1925: 143 ff.
35 Hornblower translation: “Our public life is conducted in a free way”. Hornblower 1991 297. Gomme 

underlines the principle of freedom from any sort of domination within the city, i.e. the tyranny of majority 
over individuals, Gomme 1956: 111.

The key to freedom is the rule of law. This does not necessarily imply democracy, 
although Herodotus and Thucydides regard the democratic system as the closest to the ideal. 
However, both historians realise that the choice should be made by citizens, and that 
monarchy can turn out to be more beneficial than implemented democracy-like politeia.

Thucydides regards isonomia as a vital feature of democracy, although not exclusively 
characteristic for this particular system.32 The most important passages on the subject come 
from Book 2, 35-46; namely, from the Funeral Oration made by Pericles over the graves of 
the first Athenian soldiers killed in the Peloponnesian war. The speech provides the most 
beautiful glorification of Athenian political system. It seems to be the illustration of the 
ariste politeia (the best system). The subject itself was frequently discussed in the time of 
sophistic enlightment.33 In addition, the argument of Pericles could serve as the justification 
for Athenian rule and domination.34 In the speech, Pericles enumerates fundamental 
characteristics of the democratic system. He emphasises originality of the Athenian politeia, 
its equality, liberty, respect for laws, and the opportunities for every citizen of the state. 
What is good for the city is good for the citizens and vice versa. The logical basis of 
Pericles’ argumentation seems to be that there should be no contradiction between the 
welfare of the city and the welfare of the citizens. Among the features that make this 
principle attainable, there is one that deserves to be quoted:

Eleutheros politeuomen. This short phrase combines two notions: freedom and politics. 
Its meaning seems to be easy to grasp, but the first impression should not be overestimated. 
We may translate the words as follows: “In politics we act according to the principle of 
freedom.”35 Political freedom is here related once again to observance of law and to 
equality.

Thucydides’ words find a literary commentary in the tragedies of Euripides. 
Undoubtedly, the youngest of the great Athenian dramatists strove to depict democracy as 
the most beneficial form of political life. In his Children of Heracles, the barbarian world is 
again represented by a messenger (this time from Argos). The controversy involves 
Heracles’ children, who fled Argos and sought protection of the Athenian kings. The herald 
from Argos now threatens their protectors: either they give the refugees away, or their city 
will be invaded by the Argean army. In the discussion with Ioalus, the messenger expresses 
his views very clearly: the only law valid in politics is the rule of the stronger; therefore, the 
integrity of Athenian laws and customs is completely beside the point. His opponent, an old 
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companion of Heracles, believes in freedom as the principle of Athenian politics; respect for 
liberty guarantees respect for laws, including the law of hospitality. King Demophontus, 
who is to settle the controversy, mentions his duties towards the suppliants and emphasises 
the fact that in a free state there is no place for crime and that principles of such a state 
exclude acceptance of unnecessary force. Demophontus rules the city whose purpose is to 
serve free people. Consequently, he cannot let the strangers enforce their rules of conduct 
and interfere with decisions of Athenian citizens.

In Suppliants, Theseus, the main character, expresses the basic principle of civil 
freedom. He says that he received his authority from the citizens, whom he had liberated and 
given equal rights. When speaking to a messenger from Corinth, Theseus explains that the 
city has not one master, one ruler; its sovereign is the people; magistrates change every year; 
and the rights of the wealthy are equal to those of the poor. Theseus’ words may be treated 
as a general definition of democracy and of political freedom, which require:

- sovereignty of the people as the ruler of the state,
- annual change of magistrates,
- equal rights for all citizens, regardless of their financial condition.
A more philosophical commentary may be found in Hecabe. Among bitter remarks 

uttered by the old Trojan queen, the great heroine of the play, there is one especially 
interesting thought: there is not a free human being, everyone is a slave of money or fortune, 
restricted by fellow citizens or by laws; those who are afraid become slaves of the mob.

While discussing the term eleutheria in Thucydides, we cannot omit its meaning related 
to the external policy of a city. Thucydides mentions so called ‘liberation’, that is, a process 
which entailed persuading a liberated state to accept the political system of its liberator. This 
refers mainly to Athenian policy. Like Herodotus once again, the author of Peloponnesian 
War puts stress on the external aspect of political freedom. In his view, the use of force is 
incompatible with the principle of liberty. Spartans, therefore - provided they want to - may 
become true liberators of Greece. It may seem strange that aristocratic Sparta received such 
praise from an Athenian writer. Athenians, however, though appreciative of the principle of 
freedom when it involved themselves, no longer observed it in their foreign relations. In 
Book iv, the Spartan commander Brasidas makes a speech before citizens of Akanthia; his 
main arguments are as follows:

1) Spartans liberate Greek cities;
2) they do it without evil intentions;
3) they have arrived not to make the citizens of Akanthia join their league, but to help 

them abolish the Athenian supremacy;
4) their aim is to serve the common good, and this principle justifies their actions; 

otherwise, they would not have liberated cities against their will.
Political freedom plays an important role in the works of both historians. Each, 

however, puts stress on different aspects of the notion. Herodotus emphasises the presence 
of freedom as typical of cities free from tyranny. Thucydides seems astonished by the fact 
that Athens, the most democratic of Greek poleis, combines internal freedom with 
aggressive foreign policy. In the general treatment of the term eleutheria, no major 
differences can be traced between History and Peloponnesian War. It is very difficult to 
separate civil freedom from the general notion of political liberty in the polis. If the system 
is just, there should be no conflict between the interest of the state, the common good, and 
personal freedom. Freedom of the polis, often called autonomia, could be related to freedom 
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within the city. If its citizens are accustomed to freedom, the polis would not willingly 
accept subordination to another state, and it would be less prone to political changes.
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